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Annex III - Table of additional fees 
 

Table of additional charges collected from the passenger 
in accordance with General Terms of Air Carriage by Enter Air sp. z o.o. 
 PLN EUR USD GBP 

one-way round- 
trip 

one-way round- 
trip 

one-way round- 
trip 

one-way round- 
trip 

Bicycle - Transportation of 
bicycles (packed in a way that 
allows transport up to 15 kg) 
Bicycle transport packaging is not 
provided by the Carrier 

275 550 55 110 55 110 50 100 

Sports equipment or accessories 
(per kilogram) 35 70 7 14 7 14 6 14 

Transportation of surfboards 
without mast - so called, 
bodyboards up to 32 kg 

200 400 40 80 40 80 36 72 

Transportation of golf equipment 
up to 18 kg 200 400 40 80 40 80 36 72 

Transportation of ski equipment 
(ski, snowboard and snowboard 
shoes and boots) up to 32 kg 

200 400 40 80 40 80 36 72 

Transportation of surfing 
equipment (sail board and mast up 
to 32 kg) - a prior notification to 
the Agent of intent to carry is 
required - the carrier will transport 
max. 5 sets on one flight - entries 
from the Agent will be handled on 
a first-come, first-served basis 

275 550 55 110 55 110 50 100 

Transportation of the kitesurfing 
equipment (kiteboard with power 
kite) up to 32 kg 

275 550 55 110 55 110 50 100 

Diving equipment - cylinders can 
be carried only empty up to 32 kg 150 300 30 60 30 60 28 56 

Extra legroom seat 75 n/a 15 n/a 15 n/a 14 n/a 

Seat allocation 35 n/a 7 n/a 7 n/a 5 n/a 

Fee for additional registered 
baggage up to 20kg 175 350 35 70 35 70 32 64 

Fee for additional baggage (per 
additional kilogram) 35 n/a 7 n/a 7 n/a 6 n/a 

Fee for special assistance for a 
minor traveling alone 325 n/a 65 n/a 65 n/a 60 n/a 

Carriage of animals in a special 
cage adapted for air transport 
(cages not delivered by the Carrier) 
- maximum weight 8 kg 

300 n/a 60 n/a 60 n/a 55 n/a 
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Change of personal data (per 
passenger, per flight) 180 360 40 80 50 100 35 70 

Change of the date or time of the 
flight (per passenger, per flight) 250 500 60 120 75 150 50 100 

Cancellation fee (per passenger, per 
flight) 280 560 65 130 85 170 56 112 

Transportation fee for infants under 
the age of two years without 
additional ticket, in an parent's or 
guardian's lap 

 
free of charge 

Assistance for blind passengers 
while boarding and getting off the 
plane 

 
free of charge 

Assistance for deaf and hard of 
hearing passengers while boarding 
and getting off the plane 

 
free of charge 

Transportation of a wheelchair in 
the luggage compartment (advance 
notice to the Agent is required) 

 
free of charge 

Assistance for passengers with 
reduced mobility 

 
free of charge 
 

 

 

Table of additional fees for flights from Denmark, Finland, Sweden and 
Norway to Greece and Spain 

 
 SEK NOK DKK 

one-way round- 
trip 

one-way round- 
trip 

one-way round- 
trip 

Bicycle - Transportation of bicycles 
(packed in a way that allows transport up 
to 15 kg) Bicycle transport packaging is 
not provided by the Carrier 

605 1210 583 1166 412 824 

Sports equipment or accessories (per 
kilogram) 77 154 75 150 52 104 

Transportation of surfboards without 
mast - so called, bodyboards up to 32 kg 

440 880 424 848 300 600 

Transportation of golf equipment up to 
18 kg 

440 880 424 848 300 600 

Transportation of ski equipment (ski, 
snowboard and snowboard shoes and 
boots) up to 32 kg 

440 880 424 848 300 600 
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Transportation of surfing equipment 
(sail board and mast up to 32 kg) - a prior 
notification to the Agent of intent to carry 
is required - the carrier will transport max. 
5 sets on one flight - entries from the 
Agent will be handled on a first-come, 
first-served basis 

605 1210 583 1166 412 824 

Transportation of the kitesurfing 
equipment (kiteboard with power kite) up 
to 32 kg 

605 1210 583 1166 412 824 

Diving equipment - cylinders can be 
carried only empty up to 32 kg 

330 660 318 636 225 450 

Extra legroom seat 165 n/a 159 n/a 112 n/a 

Fee for additional registered baggage up 
to 20kg 385 770 371 742 262 524 

Fee for additional baggage (per additional 
kilogram) 

77 n/a 75 n/a 52 n/a 

Fee for special assistance for a minor 
traveling alone 

715 n/a 689 n/a 488 n/a 

Carriage of animals in a special cage 
adapted for air transport (cages not 
delivered by the Carrier) - maximum 
weight 8 kg 

660 n/a 636 n/a 450 n/a 

Change of personal data (per passenger, 
per flight) 403 806 378 756 291 582 

Change of the date or time of the flight 
(per passenger, per flight) 559 1118 524 1048 403 806 

Cancellation fee (per passenger, per flight) 626 1252 587 1174 451 902 

Transportation fee for infants under the age 
of two years without additional ticket, in an 
parent's or guardian's lap Free of charge 

Assistance for blind passengers while 
boarding and getting off the plane Free of charge 

Assistance for deaf and hard of hearing 
passengers while boarding and getting off 
the plane 

Free of charge 

Transportation of a wheelchair in the 
luggage compartment (advance notice to 
the Agent is required) 

Free of charge 

Assistance for passengers with reduced 
mobility Free of charge 

 


